
Tsawwassen Nation considers new Salish Sea
LNG proposal

Some 300 members of the Tsawwassen First Nation will vote
December 16 on whether to support the concept of an LNG plant
on 32 hectares of Tsawwassen industrial land on tidewater at
Roberts Bank. The site is immediately to the south of Deltaport
Way, the major access to the Roberts Bank container terminal,
and to the north of the BC Ferries Tsawwassen terminal.

According to Tsawwassen Chief Bryce Williams, the band
has formed a joint venture with FortisBC LNG Development Inc
to explore the proposal, which would use electrical power to
liquefy 3-5 million tonnes of natural gas per year. Other
members of the joint venture are NextEra Energy Canada and
Mitsui & Co Ltd.

The site would be connected by pipeline to a planned
shiploading facility. The export terminal would have sufficient
capacity to load five or six LNG tankers each month.

FortisBC is already involved with two other proposals to
export LNG from the Lower Mainland: the Woodfibre proposal,
which would also use electric-drive for liquefaction, and a
proposal by WesPac Midstream which would see LNG from
Fortis’ Tilbury plant loaded into tankers on the South Arm of
the Fraser River. 

All three proposals would see LNG tankers travelling through
Haro Strait past the Gulf Islands.

The Tsawwassen proposal was announced at a news
conference for the expansion of the Tilbury plant, attended by
Premier Christy Clark. Clark admitted that global LNG prices
had fallen, but still described LNG as an ‘incredible opportunity’.

Alberta Abandons Northern Gateway
Alberta Energy Minister Margaret McCuaig-Boyd has
acknowledged the provincial government’s waning support for
Enbridge’s Northern Gateway pipeline. ‘Right now,’ she has said,
‘It’s a little bit more politically mired, so that’s one we haven’t
supported … until I guess things change, if they do.’

This comes as Prime Minister Trudeau, in a mandate letter
to Transport Minister Marc Garneau, called for a formal
moratorium on crude oil tankers on BC’s north coast and US
President Obama announced that the State Department had
turned down Trans-Canada’s Keystone XL proposal. Keystone
would have transported Canadian crude to the US Gulf Coast.

The Alberta Minister indicated that the province's attention
would move to Trans-Canada Pipeline’s Energy East proposal,
and Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain extension project. Both
these have potential to deliver Alberta crude to tidewater .

Stop NEB Pipeline Reviews
Citing ‘fatal flaws’ in the National Energy Board’s review panel
process, Greenpeace Canada, Environmental Defence Canada,
and the Georgia Strait Alliance, backed by nearly a hundred
other civil society organizations, have written to Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau and Environment and Climate Change Minister
Catherine McKenna requesting an immediate halt to the NEB’s
reviews of Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain and Trans-
Canada’s Energy East pipeline proposals.

The letter asks for an immediate public review of Canada’s
environmental assessment processes and, in partnership with
First Nations, ensuring that the Crown ‘is fully executing its
consultation, accommodation, and consent obligations on
project reviews and assessments, in accordance with its
constitutional and international human rights obligations.
These include Aboriginal and Treaty rights and the United
Nations Declarations on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.’

That review would include upstream and downstream
greenhouse gas emissions; enabling early, ongoing, and
meaningful public participation, and ensuring the ability of
Indigenous Peoples to exercise their decision making authority
according to their respective laws and governance systems.
Construction of Site C Passes 100-Day Mark
Construction on the Site C hydroelectric dam now includes a cut
of 13,000 square metres of timber in clearing 530 hectares of
land and the start of 15 kilometres of road. Excavation has also
begun and over 1 million square metres of material has been
relocated. Work has also begun on a 1,600 person lodge that will
house construction workers.

The site preparation phase of construction is expected to last
until early 2016 and the overall construction of the dam should
take nearly a decade. 
Trans-Canada Gives Up On St Lawrence Oil Port
Trans-Canada’s proposal for an oil port for its Energy East
pipeline proposal at Cacouna, on the St Lawrence River, has
been shelved. Local opposition to the port centered on the
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impact of oil shipments and possible spills on the river’s Beluga
whale population.

The conflict over the whales has delayed the entire project by
as much as two years. And now Quebec Premier Philippe
Couillard has expressed doubts about the economic benefits to
his province from the pipeline. Seventy Quebec municipalities
have expressed opposition to the pipeline over health, security,
and ecosystems issues.

Trans-Canada is now pushing for pipeline tidewater access
on the Bay of Fundy. 0
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